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Correllians around the World 
by Lady WolfCiara 

 

in this series of articles, we are going to focus on a Correllian Member, and learn a little bit more about the 

said person. I do hope, that this will shine a light to all of those, who are giving of themselves, to the 

Tradition. 

 

This month, we are going to talk with Ravenblood, or as he really is named: Brian E.W. 

Layng, and is born and raised in Canada, and currently living in Ontario, Canada. He is 46 

years young, and live with his wife Natalie, his young Son, Thorn and his familiar (dog) 

Rosie, who is a 3-year-old American Pocket Bully. He has also a daughter, Alyssa, and a 

stepson Gage who do not live with him. He is a Third-Degree High Priest within the 

Correllian Nativist Tradition. 

 

He has been a Witch for well over 30 years of his life, long before joining up with the Tradition. He started 

his spiritual journey as a child, long before he knew anything about Wicca, beginning his studies with Native 

Medicine Traditions and Folklore, and shamanic practices. He was 16 before he met his first Wiccan, of 

course this was at the height of the Evangelical Movement in Canada with all the televangelists and such.  

 

“Before the Internet was a thing and there were no New Age, Wicca or Spiritual sections in any bookstores 

or libraries. She ran a shop in town, and we got to talk and she began teaching me little bits here and there. 

Finding her opened a door within me, and I felt like there was a call home, but I wanted to study Traditional 

Craft, less of the religious tradition system at that time”.  

 

It took him a little more time to find his first teacher who taught him traditional Witchcraft, that had been 

passed down through her family line. By the end of his teachings and training with her, Wicca was starting 

to have their own books in Canada, and he continued his studies and enquiries. 

 

He spent some time studying with one of the older members of the OBOD, and even began to take their 

Bardic program, but found that it wasn’t speaking to him or his spirit, so he concluded his studies with the 

Druids. He has studied Ceremonial Wicca, with a group that is based out of Tuscany, Italy, completing their 

Wiccan lessons and a adding a little bit more of the Ceremonial knowledge under his belt. He then moved 

on and studied Celtic Faery Shamanism and the Historical Oghams, with Tira-Brandon Evans, earning his 

Ogham Masters Certificate and his initiations as a Celtic Faery Shaman, and touching roots with some of his 

ancestral beliefs and practices. 

 

It was around this time that he came across the Correllian Nativist Tradition and Witch School. During this 

time, there was still a calling from a part of his ancestry, that was tugging on his spirit, and he began to 

learn about the Heathen Germanic and Norse tradition, as a side study alongside his Correllian Studies, and 

while Germanic Heathenry might form the basis of his own beliefs, he is a Witch at heart, soul, and spirit, 

what in Germanic culture are known as the Hexenrai. 

 

There are other various studies and practices that he has learned along his journey, various practices, and 
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traditions, that he has also learned over the course of his life, various forms of the Craft and systems. But it 

is within the Correllian Nativist Tradition that he has found a spiritual home as a religious tradition of 

Wicca. 

 

He is also an ordained Metaphysical Minister in both Canada and the United States, licensed and registered 

in Canada as a Wedding Officiant and Clergy. He currently holds a Doctorate in Ministry (D. Min), 

specializing in Counselling and Coaching, and are studying towards a second doctorate (Ph. D). He is a 

Certified Spiritual Counsellor and have a certificate in Life Coaching which he is building on.  He is, also, a 

Reiki Master/Teacher in Usui Ryoho Reiki, Usui Teate Reiki, Celtic Reiki and Rún Valdr. 

 

He is the Founder and Temple Head, of the Temple of the Night, Canada’s first fully 

chartered Correllian Nativist Temple. He is currently working on his fluency in German 

and in Scottish Gàidhlig languages, hoping to earn his certificates of fluency levels in 

German and passing it on to his son as well. Though this has been a slow process while he 

works towards completing his formal education. 

 

He has spent years learning a variety of topics and practices that could fall under the banner of Wicca-

related, specializing in energy work, spell-crafting and psychic development. After spending years studying 

such things and working on his own development, much of his interests in Wiccan and Craft related topics 

concerns research and studies into the history of Wicca and Witchcraft throughout the Ages, as well as the 

Germanic Heathenry. He has been taking a more academic approach to the study of Witchcraft, examining 

it from historical perspectives, such as records, anthropological, folkloric, archaeological, and various other 

forms of study. 

 

This came about after tracing and learning the story of Wicca and the start of it and how it was formed, 

through Gerald Gardner and his branch, he decided to go back further to the more historical Witchcraft and 

its origin and practices. Even writing his dissertation on the Scottish Witch Persecutions and his familial 

connection to one of the trials within Scotland, only to find a group of his ancestors who suffered under the 

Persecutions in Scotland and a few in England. This gave him a sense of connection and knowledge that the 

Craft is in the family lines and is a natural part of his heritage. 

 

When things settle down, he will be looking back into the other areas of his ancestry, to see if there are 

more Witches in the other branches of the Family Tree, starting with the Irish and the Germanic sides, and 

learning about the Persecutions within those nations. So, his interests in Wiccan-related topics has 

definitely become much more academic and philosophical in its perspectives. 

 

Oh, there are a few divination systems that he enjoys, but he would have to say that while he enjoys the 

Tarot and various Oracle decks, he preferred systems of divination would have to be the Elder Futhark 

Runes, Witches Runes, Pendulum Work and Scrying. He has a much stronger connection with the Runic 

systems than with the card systems of divination, as well as those that put my intuition and abilities to a 

test. 

 

He actually stumbled across them, through an online search and came across Witch School. Being someone 

who had been previous practicing for many years, he had never heard of the Correllian Nativist Tradition 

and began doing some research and trying to find out more about them, since he had been primarily 

practicing as a solitary for a few years at that time. He had decided that it was time that Canada needed to 

start recognizing formal Wiccan Clergy and Wiccan Ministries, and began to do some work towards it, 

before joining up with the Tradition. It was the requirement of a formal education, that led him to doing an 

online search for Wiccan education groups, that led me to Witch School. After spending some time 

researching the tradition and taking the Living The Wicca Life program and getting to know some of the 
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people, like Lord Don and Lady Anna Rowe, he found that he agreed with the approach of the Tradition, the 

Philosophy and such, and decided to make the Correllian Nativist Tradition his Wiccan Spiritual Family and 

has been with them since. 

 

He has been with the Correllian Nativist Tradition for the last 15 years, starting with the Living the Wiccan 

Life Program in 2006, and then formalizing his association and beginning his formal Tradition training in 

early 2007. Yes. He is the Founder and Temple Head of the Temple of the Night. they are a licensed 

Correllian Nativist Wiccan Temple that is located in Ontario, Canada. While the underlying practices, 

principles and teachings of the Temple are Correllian, he has also incorporated a Germanic twist to their 

system, so that he can incorporate his Ancestral Practices, Views, Beliefs and Terms into their Correllian 

practices, and so that he can help to share some of the Germanic traditions, customs, and heathen beliefs 

with his group and with others. 

 

One of the goals that he has established and have been working on since the start of the Temple as a 

Witan-Shrine, is to have fully and completely recognized and registered in Canada, as a formal Wiccan 

Temple that is Nationally recognized, much like every other religious and spiritual tradition in Canada, so 

that their Temple and other Correllian Temples and Shrines, can gain formal recognition within Canada, and 

be seen as just as valid and formal as any other church or religious system, with all of the same rights and 

privileges for our clergy as any other clergy member. This is a long and lengthy process, not to mention 

expensive, and one that he has been working on since 2015. They recently achieved the first stage as a 

licensed Wiccan Temple in Ontario. 

 

There have been many classes and Wicca-related topics that he has studied over the course of his life, not 

to mention various traditions, religions, and spiritual practices as he has walked his journey. As you have 

read already, he has learned various energy modalities, divination systems, spell-crafting, and various 

topics under Wicca and Witchcraft from the New Age views to the more academic studies. He has also 

studied various other topics that work hand in hand with his Wiccan practices, such as meditation and 

mindfulness, psychic development, spiritual psychology and counselling, life coaching, philosophy, folklore, 

metaphysics, death and dying, and Kitchen Witchery and so much more over the course of his life. 

 

We thank Ravenblood for his time to answer our question for us. Hoping for continued blessings, for him in 

the Wicca-path, and Correllian Tradition, that he is leading. 
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Tarot of the Month 

 

by Lady WolfCiara 

 

 

 
 

1 - Unity 

 
Union, Mystical experience, Spiritual home. In Unity it is true, love, and ecstasy. 

 

Prediction for August 2021 

 

For the coming month, we are experience more connection with others, both family and new persons 

arriving in your life. There are foreseen that we will be experience lot of laughter, fun, and also a lot of 

inner travel and soul-search within oneself. 

 

 

Tarotdeck 

 

Divination with the Faeries Oracles deck by Brian Froud 
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Crafting with Bella 

By Rev. Bella 

 

My Medicine Wheel 

Some years ago, I attended a camp for witches. Some of the people had workshops and I signed up for the 

one making a medicine wheel. 

I don´t know anything about medicine wheels so I made mine only with things closest to my heart. 

 

 

• My daughter Julie 

• My son Mathias 

• Correllian Tradition 

• A Goddess to guide me 

• A pentagram 

• A key 

• A bell 

• A raven, my spirit animal 

• A candlelight 

• A feather 

• A flower 

• The tarot card for Love, in hope of finding it 

 

 

For a first try, I think it went very well. I really love it. 
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Rune of the Month 

By Lady WolfCiara 

 
 

 

J/Y – Jera - Freya’s Rune – the androgynous Rune - SELF-RELIANCE 

 
Harvesting; birth; cyclical turning back; creating a gradual, but lasting change clockwise; protec

ts against the rightness, growth; maturity; fertility effect; autumn Rune; need patience, not  

speed up the natural process that needs to mature/complete at their own pace. 

 

Prediction for August 2021 

 

For the coming month, we are experience a joyous and lovely time, with lot of new memories floating,  

and also that we need to take it in our own pace.  

 

Still, we have the fun and learning, from having vacations, even in the mundane, normal world. 
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Wolfciara’s Wiccan World 

 

By Lady WolfCiara 

 

Merry meet my fellow Wiccans and Welcome to my little corner of the Wiccan World. 

  
So have yet another month passed by, and with summer and fine, nice, joyous and fun-filled days, that 

came with it, too. Lots of thing happened and have been a lot of meetings with my brothers, and my 4 

nieces. I have enjoyed the gatherings we have had and looking forward to next time we can do the trip and 

outing, again. 

 

 

We went to Kolmården Zoo, which has a lot of 

animals, water show with dolphins, a small tivoli, 

which has the Europe’s biggest roller coaster made of 

wood. It was super-scary, fantastic, exhilarating and 

fun to take a ride in.  We had the loveliest, and 

exciting day, that I have had in many years, and 

looking forward to having more outings and trips 

together. 

 

 
 

 

We were 9 in total, and it was my 2 brothers, with 

their two set of daughters, my boyfriend, and one 

of my brothers former wife too. On the picture we 

are all visible, and it was a perfect day with cloudy 

day, and some light rain, on and off. As it was not a 

heavy warm one, so were we pretty happy, that it 

wasn't a blistering sunny day. Although, it should be 

even better, if we had been able to do a sleep-over 

at the hotel they have there, so one could be there 

for 2 days. We ticked in on almost all of the zoo 

attractions, and was after 8 hours of walking, 

standing, taking time to stand in que-lines for the 

attractions, a lot of tired girls, which fell asleep in the car on the way home, again. When one was there, it 

wasn't any signs of that we still are in a pandemic with Corona-virus. It was, as any other day, before the 

Pandemic break out. 
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 I share with you, the picture that I had taken, when I 

was riding the Roller-coaster Wildfire. As one can see, I 

am quite unsecured about the ride, but afterwards I 

was most delighted, and took another ride in it, after 

about two hours later. Way much more fun, the second 

time around, than the first one. I shouldn't protest to 

take it yet another time or two more.. Felt more and 

more comfortable than the first time, I took the ride. 

As it should be, I guess. 

 

 

 

Otherwise during the month, has been a summer that one will not forget, with all fun things that I 

experienced, and how I felt more and more secure in my life, with wiccan-related things. I have showed my 

nieces my altar that I have, and they were asking a lot of questions, and I tried to answer them as easy, as I 

could. As they are just 8, 7, 7 and 4. The two oldest from my youngest brother, and the two others from my 

middle-brother. I have a brother who is between me and my middle-brother. He has a son, my nephew, 

who is 15 years, this year. Him, I don't meet often, though. So, looking froward to see, what future holds for 

me, for days to come.... 

 

Take care until next time. Blessed be all of you. Love and light, hugz and blessings. 

 

WolfCiara 
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The Temple of Contemplation Formal Shrine 

 

The Temple of Contemplation is now offering a monthly “contemplation” for anyone and everyone who 

wishes to partake. In both hemispheres the changing of the Wheel of the Year is well under way. In the 

Southern Hemisphere, Imbolc is fast approaching. Whereas in the Northern Hemisphere we are busy 

readying for Lammas and all that it brings us. Here in the Southern Hemisphere, we are still battling with 

the long winter months and springtime still seems a long way away. But in contrast, in the Northern 

Hemisphere we are well underway enjoying our long summer days and all the joys that it has to bring to 

us. Summer plans that have been made may have come and gone already and the long waits may be over 

for some of us and yet some may have yet to enjoy their long awaited breaks away; especially with the 

unique times that we have all been experiencing. To us at the Temple of Contemplation it seems that this 

is the time of the year that we spend looking back on what has transpired in the Northern Hemisphere 

whereas in the Southern Hemisphere forward is the direction on which to focus. So, either forwards or 

backwards, which direction are you looking to? Are there other things that you contemplate upon at this 

time of the year. What preparations are you making for the Sabbats?  

Imbolc and Lammas blessings to you all! 

Also, the Temple of Contemplation holds a monthly online Peace Ritual, as part of the Correllian Global 

Rolling Peace Prayer, on the second Wednesday of every month. All are welcome to attend to help us send 

out peace across the globe. For more information, please go here - Peace Page (correlliantradition.co.uk) 

If you wish to share your thoughts and contemplations with us and have them published in the next edition 

of the Correllian Herald, then please feel free to email them to – heraldeditor@gmail.com   

Blessings and happy contemplating! 
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School of Reiki 

 

 

The School of Reiki now has available places for new students to train in the art of Reiki FREE OF CHARGE 

at the online School - School of Reiki Class Site – you can sign up and start your training today and become 

a reiki Master! For more information visit the school website - School of Reiki – or email 

admin@schoolofreiki.org  

A huge welcome to all of our new students from all of us at the School of Reiki – we hope you are settling 

in well and enjoying your studies and the new journey you are undertaking. We would also like to take this 

opportunity to send our congratulations to the students that have completed and passed their level 1 

finals this month. Congratulations and good luck as you embark on your level 2 studies!  

Also just a quick reminder that the Order of Reiki holds an online Reiki Healing Session on the third 

Wednesday of every month Reiki Rituals (orderofreiki.org) and that all students (and our Reiki Teachers!) 

of the School of Reiki are welcome to attend.  

The School of Reiki is registered as an IPHM Approved Training Provider 
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Order of Bast Word Scramble 

1. TILA ______________________________________________ 

2. IGGRNE ____________________________________________ 

3. MIEEASS ___________________________________________ 

4. SWKHREIS __________________________________________ 

5. TITKEN ____________________________________________ 

6. URLLBAF ___________________________________________ 

7. EOMW ______________________________________________ 

8. ATSC' EESY ________________________________________ 

9. BSAT ______________________________________________ 

10. RGTIHCSANC SOPT ___________________________________ 

11. LEFIEN ____________________________________________ 

12. CEIHEHRS __________________________________________ 

13. IFDDLE ____________________________________________ 

14. URPR ______________________________________________ 

15. BBTAY _____________________________________________ 

16. TEITRL ____________________________________________ 

17. ATC _______________________________________________ 

18. NNEI ILEVS ________________________________________ 

19. APCNIT ____________________________________________ 

20. MOUES _____________________________________________ 
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Identify the Sigil 

The Correllian Tradition has many Temples, Shrines, Orders and Groups, but how many of them do you 

know or know any information about them? Each edition of the Correllian Herald shall feature a brief look 

at a particular Temple, Shrine, or Order, but first you need to identify which one is to be featured!  

Well done to all of you who correctly identified the logo of the School of Reiki! Not to be confused with the 

Order of Reiki - It was a little bit trickier this time and a few of you were a little stumped! It is not so easy 

without the colours. Here is what the sigil of the School of Reiki looks like. 

 

 

 

For more information about the School of Reiki and what it has to offer please go School of Reiki or for 

anyone who would like to become a member of the School of Reiki you can apply here School of Reiki 

(microversity.org) 

Thank you to all those of you who wrote in and sent copies of your coloured logo and below is a new black 

and white logo of a particular Temple, Shrine or Order for you to identify and colour in. Name what this 

logo belongs to! What do you know about this group and can you colour it in correctly?! Answers will be 

featured in the next edition! 

 

 

 

If you have a Temple, Shrine, Order or Group and would like it to be featured here then please email 

heraldeditor@gmail.com with your logo and brief overview to be featured in the following edition. 
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Temple of the 8 Festivals Imbolc Word Search 

Y I P N L E L S H Y Y U L M H U U K F L J Q N O 

N W K J X G P Y Q J G Y Y C N N Y T C Y M L W N 

D G T V V P B J F X L W J N J H R T F N M N R R 

R W T N N E L R Y A S L Y O U T H X Z H E I B Y 

A E M T S J F W I K X N N A Z O P O R D W O N S 

U T B F A I A R B G C Z O E N Z S S I H C C V G 

N E E I Q B V F F O I L M P E D J A Z V X A P G 

R W N N R H B C Y A X D M Q W Q M K R A D N B A 

M P Q Z C T K A N O N L M L E I S X K C U D J J 

A W T G A B H C S X E D V U Y O A Z B X N L I U 

S W S H Q S S C L B I F O D D I M B O L G E H C 

B Y Y M G S H M B P B D T R R Y B R D W H F E I 

U P H A P O K J U W W Q R Z V S Z B W U D P T R 

L S T R Y R I C G V I L L R C V X G J Z D A P E 

G T E J R C Q Z R S R N S A P D G I P W B B G N 

X H M E T Z Y N O D L D T A V U F C U M L E T E 

E L A L Z D Q L U O T M N E M I T B E U A D V W 

L U K K Q I F O N C Z E H F R E T F R H C K V A 

A X P D S I V K D J W O W A Y Q L S P I X N M L 

A G V U M J Q U H W A P F G Q U M D E N G N L I 

Y U K B W B H H O E W Y D H N O T J N F A H X P 

A N O S C R B Y G W A R E Q A R A B K A U C I L 

I L H J C F W Y I W H G M I P Q R P V L C F R D 

C C K J A L V J R P W Q T H G I L V F U M A N P 

 

 
                       

   Amethyst       Brighid       Brigid       Candle       Candlemas       Cross       Cupid       Dark       Festival        

Groundhog       Imbolc       Imbolg       Light       Maiden       Pan       Rebirth       Renewal       Sabbat        

                                                                         Snowdrop       Winter       Youth    
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CALLING ALL BARDS! 

 

The Order of Bards is looking for writers to feature their works in future editions of the Correllian Herald. 

So, if any members of the Order of Bards, or any budding writers in general would like to have their work, 

short stories, poems etc featured then please send your writings to – bards@correlliantradition.co.uk  

PLEASE NOTE: All writings MUST be original, and you MUST be the author of any works submitted. We 

cannot publish any plagiarised or copyrighted works.  
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The Order of Divination – Five Card Spread 

This month the Order of Divination is giving you the opportunity to practice and hone your divining skills! 

Here is a tarot spread for you to practice interpreting - What are your thoughts, feelings and interpretation 

of this spread? 

 

Thank you to all those who wrote in with their thoughts and interpretations please do let us know if you 

would like to have them published in the next edition of the Correllian Herald. 

If any of you would like to write in with your interpretations of this five card spread and have it published 

in the next edition of the Correllian Herald, or wish to have a spread with your own form of divination 

featured then please send them to – heraldeditor@gmail.com   
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Temple of the 8 Festivals Lammas Crossword 

               1     

                    

        2            

                    

           3         

                    

           4      5   

                    

   6      7           

                    

                    

      8  9         10   

                    

 11          12    13     

                    

                    

                    

                    

 

Across 

2. Symbol of the abundance of harvest 

3. Type of festival that is prepared for at this time of 

the year 

7. Summer fruit 

8. Another name for the Sabbat of Lammas 

11. Item crafted for this Sabbat 

12. Summertime flower  

Down 

1. Drink consumed during this sabbat 

4. English translation of Lammas 

5. Crop harvested during this season 

6. Time of the year 

9. Colour correspondence  

10. You reap what you ____? 

13. Celtic God celebrated at this time of the Year 
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Answers to last month’s puzzles – 

The Temple of the Moon Crossword 
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         3 
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UK Correllian Temples' online rituals taking place during August 2021. 

  The Temple of the 8 Festivals online Lammas Ritual - http://festivaltemple.co.uk/ 

           Monday 2nd August - 9pm BST UK time (4pm EDT/1pm PDT US time) 

           Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

   The Temple of Isis online Egyptian Ritual - http://isis.houseofneteru.com/ 

           Tuesday 3rd August - 9pm BST UK time (4pm EDT/1pm PDT US time) 

           Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

  The Healing Temple online Healing Ritual - http://thehealingtemple.org  

           Friday 6th August - 9pm BST UK time (4pm EDT/1pm PDT US time) 

           Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

  Temple of the Moon online New Moon Esbat - http://darkmoonrising.co.uk/ 

            Tuesday 10th August - 9pm BST UK time (4pm EDT/1pm PDT US time) 

             Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

  Temple of Contemplation online Peace Ritual - http://contemplation.correlliantradition.co.uk/ 

           Wednesday 11th August  - 9pm BST UK time (4pm EDT/1pm PDT US time) 

           Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

  The Healing Temple online Healing Ritual - http://thehealingtemple.org  

           Friday 13th August - 9pm BST UK time (4pm EDT/1pm PDT US time) 

           Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

  Order of Reiki online Reiki Healing Ritual - http://www.orderofreiki.org/  

           Wednesday 18th August - 9pm BST UK time (4pm EDT/1pm PDT US time) 

            Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

  The Healing Temple online Healing Ritual - http://thehealingtemple.org  

           Friday 20th August - 9pm BST UK time (4pm EDT/1pm PDT US time) 

           Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

  Temple of the Moon online Full Moon Esbat - http://darkmoonrising.co.uk/ 

            Thursday 23rd August - 9pm BST UK time (4pm EDT/1pm PDT US time) 

             Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 
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  Temple of Gaia online Gaia Healing Rite - http://templeofgaia.co.uk/ 

            Wednesday 25th August - 9pm BST UK time (4pm EDT/1pm PDT US time) 

            Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

 

  The Healing Temple online Healing Ritual - http://thehealingtemple.org  

           Friday 27th August - 9pm BST UK time (4pm EDT/1pm PDT US time) 

           Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

 

  The Temple of Eternal Memorials online Memorial Ritual - http://www.eternalmemorials.org/ 

           Monday 30th August - 9pm BST UK time (4pm EDT/1pm PDT US time) 

           Online Ritual Room: http://www.chatzy.com/Temples-Ritual-Room 

 

To sign up for the Temples mailing list to receive ritual reminders go here - Mailing List 

(correlliantradition.co.uk) 

To find out more information about Online Rituals please go here 

- http://templesritual.correlliantradition.co.uk/RitualInformation.html 

 

All online rituals are sponsored by the Temple of Sedna and can be found on the Temples Calendar 

- http://templesritual.correlliantradition.co.uk/TemplesCalendar.html 
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Chartered Bodies of the Correllian Tradition 

Witan Shrines are the first level of the Temple-Making Process. Witan Shrines are created by Charter of the Tradition 

and may progress to Full Temple status over the course of several years or remain at Witan Shrine status indefinitely. 

A list of current Witan Shrines may be found HERE: http://correllian.weebly.com/witan-shrines.html  

Proto-Temples are groups which have progressed beyond the status of Shrines and are on their way to becoming 

Full Temples but have not yet achieved that status.  

A list of current Proto-Temples may be found HERE: http://correllian.weebly.com/proto-temples.html  

Full Temples of the Correllian Tradition have completed the Temple-Making Process and, if headed by a Third 

Degree, have representation on the Witan Council. A Full Temple can perform all of the functions of a Temple and 

may in some cases have multiple branches.  

A list of current Temples may be found HERE: http://correllian.weebly.com/temples.html  

Formal Shrines are Shrines that are dedicated to specific activities of a limited nature. Formal Shrines may exist as an 

aspect of a larger group or may stand alone in their own right.  

A list of current Formal Shrines may be found HERE: http://correllian.weebly.com/formal-shrines.html  

Personal Shrines are an aspect of an individual Correllian member's personal piety and are not bodies of the 

Tradition as such. Personal Shrines exist wholly at the discretion of the member, however the Tradition does 

acknowledge them upon request.  

A list of current Personal Shrines may be found HERE: http://correllian.weebly.com/personal-shrines.html  

Orders are associations within the Tradition dedicated to specific skills, tasks, or interests. This sort of Order is not to 

be confused with the Meritorious Orders which are awarded in recognition of service.  

A list of current Orders may be found HERE: http://correllian.weebly.com/orders.html  

Houses of Contemplation are established to facilitate the temporary or permanent practice of the contemplative 

religious life. Depending upon the rules of the specific House of Contemplation guests may come for spiritual 

retreats of designated length, or to pursue a life of permanent contemplation in the manner of a Monastery. 

A list of current Houses of Contemplation may be found HERE: http://correllian.weebly.com/houses-of-

contemplation.html  

For information on how to start a Shrine, Order or Correllian Study Group or for an application form contact the 

Witan Herald: witanherald@gmail.com  
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Membership Groups 

Outer Court Department 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/265398186909862  

This is a social group for all the members of the Outer Court of the Correllian Tradition. Feel 

free to share, discuss, and enjoy with all our wonderful Correllian family around the Globe! 

 

Correllian Membership Hub 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/CorrellianMembershipGroups  

Correllian membership group for all Correllian members 

Correllian Clergy 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/CorrellianClergy  

Group for all members of Correllian Clergy 

 

Witan Herald's Office 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/WitanHeraldOffice  

This is where general membership and clergy may directly contact the Witan Herald 

 

Correllian Herald - Newsletter 

www.facebook.com/groups/correllianherald/ 

Correllian Herald Publication Group. This group is for the distribution of the Correllian 

Herald Newsletter. 

 

Correllian Prayers 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2112247592362824    

To provide a supportive venue where all Correllians, friends and family may post prayer 

requests. 

 

Correllian Elder’s Office 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/133563646851853  

This Facebook group is for ALL TRADITION members to enter and submit a comment. 

 

The Correllian Temples, Shines, Groups and Project Keepers 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1508370089410767  

The Correllian Temples, Shines, Groups and Project Keepers is a place for all Third Degrees, 

Second Degrees, First Degrees, Temple Heads, Shrine Heads, Group Heads, and Project 

Keepers. Purpose: is so that all groups can share open communication with each other. 

Giving each other support and encouragement. As well as hopefully, work on collective 

projects from time to time. 
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Herald Adverts & Articles 

 

Disclaimer: Any views expressed within any articles in this publication are not necessarily the views of the 

Correllian Tradition the Correllian Herald Publication or the Correllian Herald Editor and staff.  Any groups 

advertised within the Herald, which are not part of or affiliated to the Tradition, are not endorsed by the 

Tradition. 

 

 

 

Writers:  

Rev. Bella - Denmark 

Lady Wolfciara – Sweden  

Rev. Equinox Silvermoon UK 

Editor Lady Anna - UK 

 

 

Send your adverts, articles and inclusions to:  heraldeditor@gmail.com 

If you would like to write articles or be an online reporter for the Herald, please contact the Herald editor: 

heraldeditor@gmail.com 

 

The Correllian Herald is a monthly publication issued on the first Monday of the month. 

© Correllian Herald Publications Established 2007 


